
Can this backlink building breakthrough really guarantee 

your site a top 5 Google ranking? 127 web sites ‘say’ “YES” 
 

The secret is the four variations that Google loves.  Proven in 

markets with 810... 99.... and 11 million competing web pages 

 
 

Dear Friend, 

 

As you may know, building backlinks to your web site is a time consuming 

and boring job.  

 

You need to find a high PR site. You got to register on the site. You have to 

wait for a confirmation email from the site. You then have to log back into the site. 

And make a link back to your site. It’s so time consuming. 

 

In fact, this process can take anywhere from 5 – 10 minutes per site. And 

worse still, you need to build 20 - 30 high PR backlinks to your site per week. So  

your site ranks higher in Google.  

 

And, imagine if you’ve got 10... 20... 50... or 100 web sites. What a nightmare 

job backlink building is. It’s no wonder nobody does enough backlinking. Doing 

backlinking manually is enough to drive you crazy. Think of building backlinks like 

this. It’s like exercising or going to the gym. We all know we need to exercise but 

finding the time or forcing ourselves to do the exercise is another matter.  

 

Why you should never outsource your backlink building 

Of course, you can outsource your backlink building. Simply go to a site like 

elance.com and hire somebody to do your backlink building for you. However, hiring 

“backlink builders” can be a nightmare experience.  

First, you need to find somebody who knows how to backlink properly. Your 

site is not going to get a higher Google ranking if you’ve got a heap of backinks to 

just any web site. 

Second, you need somebody who knows the difference between a “Do follow” 

and “No follow” backlink. You only want backlinks which have a “Do follow”. 

Third, when your ‘backlink builder’ does your work, Google sees all these 

new backlinks to your web site. All of a sudden, you’ve got, say 200 new backlinks. 

And all these backlinks originate from the same computer. So Google sees this 

backlinking isn’t natural. And Google could penalize your web site. 

Finally, you need somebody who actually does the backlink building work 

they say they’re going to do. I’ve hired people in the past to build backlinks. And 

when I’ve checked up on them, they simply haven’t done the work they were 

supposed to do. Infuriating.  



Allow me to introduce myself. My name is xxxx xxxx. I’m an internet 

marketer. And I’ve got good news for you. 

 

I got so frustrated with the backlink building process I decided to do 

something about it. So I developed a backlink building software with a difference.  

 

My software generates backlinks which look natural to high PR sites. So these 

sites accept your backlink because it looks like a manual submission. Only it’s not. 

It’s an automatically generated backlink. I’ll explain in greater detail how an 

automatically generated backlink can look natural in a moment. 

 

But, first  

However, I’ve got a confession to make. When I first developed my software 

there were some teething problems. Google wouldn’t rank my sites highly. Google 

could see the backlinks being created weren’t natural. That’s because the backlinks 

were coming from one computer. My own. However, I got around this problem. 

 I wondered if I could make the backlinks being built look more natural 

Google would rank my sites higher. So I introduced more random settings into the 

software when the backlinks were being built. And once I made these changes... 

                                        ...BINGO 

I was shocked.  

All of my sites started ranking highly on Google. But perhaps I’d got lucky. So 

what I did next was use the software on 127 web sites. The results were amazing. 

Each web site moved into a top 5 position on Google.  

 

Take a look at the following screen shots of just a few of my web sites. Each 

web site has had backlinks built by my software. And by the way, just to prove these 

web sites are mine, I’m including screenshots of proof of ownership.  

 

 

Ranks #3 in Google with 810 Million 

                                  competing web pages 

 
The screen shot shows the search results for the keyword phrase “make money 

from home”. My web site is number three in Google. And it’s number three out of 

810,000,000 competing web sites. Yes that’s right. The web site is number three in 

Google and the number of competing web sites isn’t that far short of a billion. 

Amazing. 

 
 

 


